Straumann® CARES® Visual 10.1
Software Update – What’s New
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1. General Enhancement to CARES® Software

Enhancement to Telescopic Crown

Many minor changes such as “Project on anatomy” and “Shoulder constrained by anatomy” have been made to the telescopic crown designer to give the CARES® User the best result.

You can read about the changed in more detail by opening the DWOS Online Help (?).
Enhancement to Crowns/Bridges with Attachments

Only positive attachments can be added on crowns without Millings. To add a negative attachment (Hole) a Milling must be added first.

An additional merged view has been added when designing Crowns with attachments to show the final result before it is routed to production.

The limit of the amount of negative attachments that can be added to an object has been removed.
Enhancement to Multi Designer and Connector Designer

The red preparation line has been replaced by the green preparation line. The green line to outline the Tooth Anatomy is no longer needed. The Incisal/buccal Line for Veneers has also been removed.

Enhancement to Scan Workflow for Inlay Family

The red preparation line has been replaced by the green preparation line. The green line to outline the Tooth Anatomy is no longer needed. The Incisal/buccal Line for Veneers has also been removed.

2. Tips and Tricks

You can use the buttons 1,2,3,4 and 5 in the Waxing Tools of the Multi-Designer to switch between the different options.

Press “Ctrl” while clicking on a spline in the telescopic crown designer to move the entire spline.